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Getting the books The Conquering Tide War In The Pacific Islands 1942 1944 now is not type of inspiring
means. You could not unaccompanied going as soon as ebook growth or library or borrowing from your
friends to edit them. This is an totally simple means to specifically acquire guide by on-line. This
online proclamation The Conquering Tide War In The Pacific Islands 1942 1944 can be one of the options to
accompany you subsequently having other time.
It will not waste your time. consent me, the e-book will extremely publicize you additional situation to
read. Just invest little times to open this on-line pronouncement The Conquering Tide War In The Pacific
Islands 1942 1944 as with ease as evaluation them wherever you are now.

Tides of War Jul 24 2022 Newly-wed Harriet stands poised on the threshold of the adult world. Her
husband, James, is setting off to join the Duke of Wellington's troops in Spain and left alone in London,
Harriet is taken under the wing of Lady Wellington. While Harriet plunges into a new life of freedom at
home, James faces the bloody reality of the battlefield. As war rages abroad and England stands on the
brink of change, Harriet and James face hope and heartache in equal measure. From the mantillas and palms
of Seville to the gas lamps of foggy London, Tides of War returns us to the vivid, lost world of the
past.
Honor Bound (Tides of War #2) Sep 14 2021 Based on a real military program! The US Navy's new breed of
soldier is ready to make a big splash. An action-packed, maritime military adventure from the author of
Dog Tags.A notorious Somalian pirate sails the Arabian Sea, leading a band of deadly thieves and
mercenaries on an international crime spree. When they take American hostages aboard a cargo ship,
they've finally gone too far -- and a special task force of Navy SEALs and Marines is called in to help.
SEALs, Marines . . . and a talented sea lion named Sly.As Sly's handler, young sailor Felix has two
important jobs. Job one is to get Sly to plant a beacon so that the U.S. strike force can follow the
pirates back to their haven. Job two is to keep the sea lion safe and out of combat. But when the mission
goes wrong and the pirates get the upper hand, Felix and Sly end up right in the middle of the action . .
. with dozens of innocent lives at stake.
High Tide in the Korean War Nov 16 2021 By early 1951, American forces and their UN allies had been
driven more than 100 miles down the Korean peninsula by the Chinese. The situation was bleak when Gen.
Matthew Ridgway ordered a last stand at the village of Chipyong-ni. There a single regiment (the 23rd
Infantry) of fewer than 5,000 U.S. soldiers defeated a Chinese division of 25,000 men in what has been
called the Gettysburg of the Korean War.
The Turn of the Tide in the Pacific War Sep 21 2019 Considers the various factors that contribute to one
opponent seizing the strategic initiative--the ability to shape a conflict to reach one's desired
political outcome by influencing the timing, location, and nature of combat actions. Using an extended
case study of the Japanese-American conflict, Sean Judge examines factors such as resources,
intelligence, strategic acumen, combat effectiveness, and chance to determine how and why the initiative
shifted to the advantage of the United States during the period from the Battles of Coral Sea and Midway
in 1942 to the end of the Guadalcanal campaign in January 1943.
The Battle of Iwo Jima Oct 23 2019 On February 19, 1945, U.S. Marines landed on a tiny Pacific Island
called Iwo Jima. Facing rugged terrain and a deeply entrenched enemy, they embarked on a fierce five-week
battld to take the island and its airfields from the Imperial Japanese Army. Through vivid storytelling,
experience one of the most important battles of World War II.
The Conquering Tide Jun 23 2022 A New York Times Bestseller "A beautiful blend of history and prose and
proves again Mr. Toll’s mastery of the naval-war narrative." —Wall Street Journal This masterful history
encompasses the heart of the Pacific War—the period between mid-1942 and mid-1944—when parallel Allied
counteroffensives north and south of the equator washed over Japan's far-flung island empire like a
"conquering tide," concluding with Japan's irreversible strategic defeat in the Marianas. It was the
largest, bloodiest, most costly, most technically innovative and logistically complicated amphibious war
in history, and it fostered bitter interservice rivalries, leaving wounds that even victory could not
heal. Often overlooked, these are the years and fights that decided the Pacific War. Ian W. Toll's battle
scenes—in the air, at sea, and in the jungles—are simply riveting. He also takes the reader into the
wartime councils in Washington and Tokyo where politics and strategy often collided, and into the
struggle to mobilize wartime production, which was the secret of Allied victory. Brilliantly researched,

the narrative is propelled and colored by firsthand accounts—letters, diaries, debriefings, and
memoirs—that are the raw material of the telling details, shrewd judgment, and penetrating insight of
this magisterial history. This volume—continuing the "marvelously readable dramatic narrative" (San
Francisco Chronicle) of Pacific Crucible—marks the second installment of the Pacific War Trilogy, which
will stand as the first history of the entire Pacific War to be published in at least twenty-five years.
The Fleet at Flood Tide Apr 28 2020 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The extraordinary story of the World War
II air, land, and sea campaign that brought the U.S. Navy to the apex of its strength and marked the rise
of the United States as a global superpower Winner, Commodore John Barry Book Award, Navy League of the
United States • Winner, John Lehman Distinguished Naval Historian Award, Naval Order of the United States
With its thunderous assault on the Mariana Islands in June 1944, the United States crossed the threshold
of total war. In this tour de force of dramatic storytelling, distilled from extensive research in newly
discovered primary sources, James D. Hornfischer brings to life the campaign that was the fulcrum of the
drive to compel Tokyo to surrender—and that forever changed the art of modern war. With a close focus on
high commanders, front-line combatants, and ordinary people, American and Japanese alike, Hornfischer
tells the story of the climactic end of the Pacific War as has never been done before. Here are the epic
seaborne invasions of Saipan, Tinian, and Guam, the stunning aerial battles of the Great Marianas Turkey
Shoot, the first large-scale use of Navy underwater demolition teams, the largest banzai attack of the
war, and the daring combat operations large and small that made possible the strategic bombing offensive
culminating in the atomic strikes on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. From the seas of the Central Pacific to the
shores of Japan itself, The Fleet at Flood Tide is a stirring, authoritative, and cinematic portrayal of
World War II’s world-changing finale. Illustrated with original maps and more than 120 dramatic
photographs “Quite simply, popular and scholarly military history at its best.”—Victor Davis Hanson,
author of Carnage and Culture “The dean of World War II naval history . . . In his capable hands, the
story races along like an intense thriller. . . . Narrative nonfiction at its finest—a book simply not to
be missed.”—James M. Scott, Charleston Post and Courier “An impressively lucid account . . . admirable,
fascinating.”—The Wall Street Journal “An extraordinary memorial to the courageous—and a cautionary note
to a world that remains unstable and turbulent today.”—Admiral James Stavridis, former Supreme Allied
Commander, NATO, author of Sea Power “A masterful, fresh account . . . ably expands on the prior
offerings of such classic naval historians as Samuel Eliot Morison.”—The Dallas Morning News
Turning the Tide of War May 22 2022 This atlas shows the decisive battles that changed the tide of war.
It reveals how the upper hand was gained through a twist of fate, when US aircraft carriers were at sea
on manoeuvres when the Japanese attacked Pearl Harbor in 1942. With detailed strategic and battle plans
it explains how superior forces were overwhelmed by a small well-trained army - the Turkish defence of
Gallipoli agains the Allies in 1915. The atlas covers 200 years, from Napoleon's conquest of Europe
through the first and second world wars to the Gulf War and the disintegration of Yugoslavia.
Tide of War Aug 25 2022 The first comprehensive look at nature’s role on military history from the
author of A Pestilence on Pennsylvania Avenue. Halley’s Comet helped to announce the fall of the Shang
Dynasty in China, a solar eclipse frightened the Macedonian army enough at Pydna in 168 BC to ensure
victory for the Romans, a massive rain storm turned the field of Agincourt to mud in 1415 and gave Henry
V his legendary victory, fog secured the throne of England for Edward IV at Barnet in 1471, wind and
disease conspired to wreck the Spanish Armada, snow served to prevent the American capture of Quebec in
1775 and confined the Revolution to the Thirteen Colonies, and an earthquake helped to spark the
Peloponnesian War. But this is only a small sampling of the many instances where nature has tipped the
balance in combat. Over the past four thousand years, weather and nature have both hindered and helped
various campaigns and battles, occasionally even altering the course of history in the process. Today
elements of nature still affect the planning and waging of war, even as we have tried to mitigate its
impact. The growing concern over climate change has only heightened the need to study and understand this
subject. Tide of War is the first book to comprehensively tackle this topic and traces some of the most
notable intersections between nature and war since ancient times. “From massive rainstorms to the
outbreak of disease to the appearance of Halley’s Comet, Petriello digs into the past to reveal what
might happen in the future.” —The Revelator
Tide Aug 01 2020 From Cnut to D-Day: the history and science of the unceasing tide explored for the
first time. Half of the world's population lives in coastal regions lapped by tidal waters. Yet how
little most of us know about the tide. Our ability to predict and understand the tide depends on
centuries of science, from the observations of Aristotle and the theories of Newton to today's
supercomputer calculations. This story is punctuated here by notable tidal episodes in history, from
Caesar's thwarted invasion of Britain to the catastrophic flooding of Venice, and interwoven with a rich
folklore that continues to inspire art and literature today. With Aldersey-Williams as our guide to the
most feared and celebrated tidal features on the planet, from the original maelstrøm in Scandinavia to
the world's highest tides in Nova Scotia to the crumbling coast of East Anglia, the importance of the
tide, and the way it has shaped - and will continue to shape - our civilization, becomes startlingly
clear.
A Blood-Dimmed Tide Oct 15 2021 Drawing on firsthand accounts by survivors of the bloody Battle of the
Bulge, diaries, letters, and official documents, this study describes the events of the campaign,
hardships faced by the soldiers, the battle's horrifying costs, and the controversy surrounding the
campaign.
1965 Turning the Tide Jul 12 2021 Fifty years in a nation's life is a small period of time. However, it
is quite likely that collective memory will have faded about several events...and so it is with the 1965
war that India was dragged into by Pakistan's chronic insecurities and territorial ambitions. This time

in the form of a forcible attempt to annex Kashmir. Today, the details of the war that came between the
tragedy of 1962 and the triumph of 1971 are hazy in the memory of the country. But it is a story that
needs to be retold. Caught by surprise at the Pakistani offensive, India, then struggling as a nation,
responded with extraordinary zeal and turned the tide in a war Pakistan thought it would win because of
its superior weapons and tactics. But as the outcome of the 1965 war tells us, Pakistan not only failed
to achieve any of its strategic objectives but had to suffer a massive setback, thanks to a combination
of resolute political leadership, the brave Indian soldiers and determined citizens. This then is the
account of the war that India has largely forgotten. In this meticulously researched and fast paced book,
journalist and national security analyst Nitin A. Gokhale, has produced a formidable and comprehensive
evaluation of the events and aftermath of the ferocious Indo-Pak war of 1965.
Steel Tide Jan 06 2021 Caledonia Styx is a captain without a ship, after a battle that nearly killed
her. Pulled from the sea half-dead, she is saved by the Blades – renegade fighters who have escaped the
clutches of Caledonia’s vicious enemy Aric Athair. She has one desire: to find her beloved ship and
sisters so she can continue fighting Aric's fleet. But first she must persuade the Blades to join her on
a rescue mission that will take them into the very heart of Aric’s stronghold and even beneath the waves
they sail...
Against the Tide Dec 25 2019 Americans love to colonize their beaches. But when storms threaten, highticket beachfront construction invariably takes precedence over coastal environmental concerns—we rescue
the buildings, not the beaches. As Cornelia Dean explains in Against the Tide, this pattern is leading to
the rapid destruction of our coast. But her eloquent account also offers sound advice for salvaging the
stretches of pristine American shore that remain. The story begins with the tale of the devastating
hurricane that struck Galveston, Texas, in 1900—the deadliest natural disaster in American history, which
killed some six thousand people. Misguided residents constructed a wall to prevent another tragedy, but
the barrier ruined the beach and ultimately destroyed the town's booming resort business. From harrowing
accounts of natural disasters to lucid ecological explanations of natural coastal processes, from reports
of human interference and construction on the shore to clear-eyed elucidation of public policy and
conservation interests, this book illustrates in rich detail the conflicting interests, short-term
responses, and long-range imperatives that have been the hallmarks of America's love affair with her
coast. Intriguing observations about America's beaches, past and present, include discussions of
Hurricane Andrew's assault on the Gulf Coast, the 1962 northeaster that ravaged one thousand miles of the
Atlantic shore, the beleaguered beaches of New Jersey and North Carolina's rapidly vanishing Outer Banks,
and the sand-starved coast of southern California. Dean provides dozens of examples of human attempts to
tame the ocean—as well as a wealth of lucid descriptions of the ocean's counterattack. Readers will
appreciate Against the Tide's painless course in coastal processes and new perspective on the beach.
Victory at High Tide Aug 13 2021
World of Warcraft: Jaina Proudmoore: Tides of War Apr 09 2021 Traces the downfall of a beloved
peacekeeper who is pushed to a breaking point by an inconceivable horror that changes her in irrevocable,
ethics-testing ways.
The Tide of War Mar 08 2021 *** LARGE PRINT EDITION *** Lieutenant Commander Kyle West is one of Unified
Fleet's greatest fighter pilots. Every day, he leads his squadron into battle over Earth's cities in a
seemingly endless war against a vicious alien race, defending his home and his loved ones. Millions of
miles away, the Fleet's Elite Squadron attacks from another angle, engaging the enemy on its home turf.
Casualties are high, and the Squadron needs more of the Fleet's very best. But joining the Elite is a
death sentence-a surety Kyle isn't willing to face. Until a devastating attack wipes out the family he
refused to leave. Commander Andrei Dezhnyov, an Elite Squadron gunner, isn't sure what to make of the
cocky new American pilot. Kyle is equally uncertain about the snarly Russian, but as they warm up to each
other, their tentative alliance becomes a deep bond-one that endangers them both when a daring and
disobedient rescue reveals secrets that call into question everything they've ever believed about their
enemy. Secrets that their superiors would kill to protect. This book was previously published.
Tides of War Oct 27 2022
Tide of War Dec 05 2020 When the tide of war is on the rise, telling friend from foe is a dangerous
proposition. It's 1794, and newly promoted Captain Nathan Peake is dispatched to the Caribbean to take
command of the British navy's latest frigate, the 32-gun Unicorn, a ship with a tragic history of mutiny
and murder. Indeed, her previous captain was found washed up in New Orleans with his throat cut, and the
men who did it are still at large. But Peake has greater problems to deal with: he must find the French
war ship Virginie—sent to the region to spread war, rebellion and mayhem—and stop her at any cost. Along
the way, he confronts the seductive charms of La Princesa Negra, the witch queen of the Army of Lucumi.
The Tide at Sunrise Jan 18 2022 The Russo-Japanese War was fought in the waters of the Yellow Sea and
the Straits of Tsushima that divide Japan from Korea, and in the mountains of Manchuria, borrowed without
permission from China. It was the first war to be fought with modern weapons. The Japanese had fought the
Chinese at sea in 1894 and had gained a foothold in Manchuria by taking control of Port Authur. In 1895,
however, Japan was forced to abandon its claims by the Russian fleet's presence in the Straits of
Tsushima. Tsar Nicholas had obtained a window to the East for his empire and Japan had been humiliated.
Tensions between the two countries would rise inexorably over the next decade. Around the world, no one
doubted that little Japan would be no match for the mighty armies of Tsar Nicholas II. Yet Russia was in
an advanced state of decay, the government corrupt and its troops inept and demoralized. Japan,
meanwhile, was emerging from centuries of feudal isolation and becoming an industrial power, led by
zealous nationalist warlords keen to lead the Orient to victory over the oppressive West. From the
opening surprise attack on the Russian fleet at Port Authur in 1904, the Japanese out-fought and out-

thought the Russians. This is a definitive account of one of the pivotal conflicts of the twentieth
century whose impact was felt around the world.
The Conquering Tide Sep 26 2022 New York Times Bestseller The devastation of Pearl Harbor and the
American victory at Midway were prelude to a greater challenge: rolling back the vast Japanese Pacific
empire, island by island. This masterful history encompasses the heart of the Pacific War—the period
between mid-1942 and mid-1944—when parallel Allied counteroffensives north and south of the equator
washed over Japan's far-flung island empire like a "conquering tide," concluding with Japan's
irreversible strategic defeat in the Marianas. It was the largest, bloodiest, most costly, most
technically innovative and logistically complicated amphibious war in history, and it fostered bitter
interservice rivalries, leaving wounds that even victory could not heal. Often overlooked, these are the
years and fights that decided the Pacific War. Ian W. Toll's battle scenes—in the air, at sea, and in the
jungles—are simply riveting. He also takes the reader into the wartime councils in Washington and Tokyo
where politics and strategy often collided, and into the struggle to mobilize wartime production, which
was the secret of Allied victory. Brilliantly researched, the narrative is propelled and colored by
firsthand accounts—letters, diaries, debriefings, and memoirs—that are the raw material of the telling
details, shrewd judgment, and penetrating insight of this magisterial history. This volume—continuing the
"marvelously readable dramatic narrative" (San Francisco Chronicle) of Pacific Crucible—marks the second
installment of the Pacific War Trilogy, which will stand as the first history of the entire Pacific War
to be published in at least twenty-five years.
The Rising Tide Feb 19 2022 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • “This is Jeff Shaara at his best, giving us
another superb [and] historically grounded novel of one of the most dramatic struggles of World War
II.”—George McGovern Utilizing the voices of the conflict’s most heroic figures, some immortal and some
unknown, Jeff Shaara tells the story of America’s pivotal role in World War II: fighting to hold back the
Japanese conquest of the Pacific while standing side-by-side with her British ally, the last hope for
turning the tide of the war against Germany. As British and American forces strike into the soft
underbelly of Hitler’s Fortress Europa, the new weapons of war come clearly into focus. In North Africa,
tank battles unfold in a tapestry of dust and fire unlike any the world has ever seen. In Sicily, the
Allies attack their enemy with a barely tested weapon: the paratrooper. As battles rage along the coasts
of the Mediterranean, the momentum of the war begins to shift, setting the stage for the Battle of
Normandy. The first book in a trilogy about the military conflict that defined thetwentieth century, The
Rising Tide is an unprecedented and intimate portrait of those who waged this astonishing global war.
BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Jeff Shaara's The Steel Wave. Praise for The Rising Tide
“[A] sprawling tale thoroughly researched and told withmeticulous detail . . . All that’s missing is the
smell of gunpowder.”—MSNBC online “Masterful.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “The Rising Tide
imparts the actual sights, sounds and dialogue from the grounds of 1940s Sicily and North Africa.”—New
York Daily News
Receding Tide Apr 21 2022 It’s a poignant irony in American history that on Independence Day, 1863, not
one but two pivotal Civil War battles ended in Union victory, marked the high tide of Confederate
military fortune, and ultimately doomed the South’s effort at secession. But on July 4, 1863, after six
months of siege, Ulysses Grant’s Union army finally took Vicksburg and the Confederate west. On the very
same day, Robert E. Lee was in Pennsylvania, parrying the threat to Vicksburg with a daring push north to
Gettysburg. For two days the battle had raged; on the next, July 4, 1863, Pickett’s Charge was thrown
back, a magnificently brave but fruitless assault, and the fate of the Confederacy was sealed, though
nearly two more years of bitter fighting remained until the war came to an end. In Receding Tide, Edwin
Cole Bearss draws from his popular Civil War battlefield tours to chronicle these two widely separated
but simultaneous clashes and their dramatic conclusion. As the recognized expert on both Vicksburg and
Gettysburg, Bearss tells the fascinating story of this single momentous day in our country’s history,
offering his readers narratives, maps, illustrations, characteristic wit, dramatic new insights and
unerringly intimate knowledge of terrain, tactics, and the colorful personalities of America’s citizen
soldiers, Northern and Southern alike.
Tides of War Nov 04 2020 Brilliant at war, a master of politics, and a charismatic lover, Alcibiades was
Athens’ favorite son and the city’s greatest general. A prodigal follower of Socrates, he embodied both
the best and the worst of the Golden Age of Greece. A commander on both land and sea, he led his armies
to victory after victory. But like the heroes in a great Greek tragedy, he was a victim of his own pride,
arrogance, excess, and ambition. Accused of crimes against the state, he was banished from his beloved
Athens, only to take up arms in the service of his former enemies. For nearly three decades, Greece
burned with war and Alcibiades helped bring victories to both sides — and ended up trusted by neither.
Narrated from death row by Alcibiades’ bodyguard and assassin, a man whose own love and loathing for his
former commander mirrors the mixed emotions felt by all Athens, Tides of War tells an epic saga of an
extraordinary century, a war that changed history, and a complex leader who seduced a nation.
The Tempest Oct 03 2020 It is a tumultuous time for the magical and mysterious lands of Seventh Realm.
There are whispers of defeated enemies that have not been heard of in more than a thousand years. The
faraway cries of dragons and grumbling of giants echo across distant lands. All the while, a great
darkness moves across the earth like a plague, slowly choking out all life. A silent war is about to
begin across the realm. It is a war that, if left unchecked, could collapse what tenuous peace that is
left between each of the races. This would tear Seventh Realm asunder and propel it into a Tide of
Seasons that will never end. All the while a reluctant, reclusive warrior stirs among this change as he
journeys to find his destiny.
Secrets of the Tide Sep 02 2020 This postgraduate level text and reference treatise introduces readers

to tides, tidal currents, storm-surges and sea level trends in coastal regions. The book is based on
tidal waters of Maryland, Virginia, Chesapeake Bay and the Atlantic regions known to the author, and also
provides international examples from the UK and different locations around the world, which allows
readers to compare and contrast tidal regimes and to perform tidal analysis from data in their own
environment. It is an important book for teachers, researchers, planners and engineers responsible for
coastal defences as well as new infrastructure and waterway modification in ports and harbours. The
wealth of informative detail and data provided makes this text worthwhile for readers who need a wider
understanding of this increasingly important topic for coastal zone residents. MATLAB scientific
programming language, simple-to-use Graphical User Interface (GUI) programs are introduced for students,
researchers and engineering consultants, available at no cost from MATLAB Central file exchange
(http://www mathworks.com/matlabcentral). GUI programs provide the tools for analysing water level or
water current observations, deriving the major tidal constituents, and showing first hand how tide and
tidal current predictions are made in addition to producing unrivalled colour graphic visualisations. GUI
is the author's tidal analysis and is particularly suited for the investigation of storm surge in coastal
waters. Professor Boon has studied tidal behaviour in world coastal zones and here assembles information
for public and private use from his capacity as advisor to state and federal authorities and corporate
organisations. Introduces tides, tidal currents, storm-surges and sea level trends in coastal regions
Provides examples from the US, the Atlantic, the UK and different locations around the world MATLAB
scientific programming language and simple-to-use Graphical User Interface (GUI) programs are introduced
for students, researchers and engineering consultants
Waste Tide Feb 25 2020 'An accomplished eco-techno-thriller with heart and soul' DAVID MITCHELL. Mimi is
drowning in the world's trash. She's a 'waste girl', a scavenger picking through towering heaps of
hazardous electronic detritus. Along with thousands of other migrant workers, she was lured to Silicon
Isle, off the southern coast of China, by the promise of steady work and a better life. But Silicon Isle
is where the rotten fruits of capitalism and consumer culture come to their toxic end. The land is
hopelessly polluted, the workers utterly at the mercy of those in power. And now a storm is gathering, as
ruthless local gangs skirmish for control, eco-terrorists conspire, investors hunger for profit, and a
Chinese-American interpreter searches for his roots. As these forces collide, conflict erupts – a war
between rich and poor, a battle between past and future. Mimi must decide if she will remain a pawn... or
change the rules of the game altogether. 'Waste Tide is a work of spoiled and toxic beauty ... It's more
than a timely eco-thriller; it's a dark mirror held up to our selves' SIMON INGS.
Engineers of Victory Dec 17 2021 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Paul Kennedy, award-winning author of The
Rise and Fall of the Great Powers and one of today’s most renowned historians, now provides a new and
unique look at how World War II was won. Engineers of Victory is a fascinating nuts-and-bolts account of
the strategic factors that led to Allied victory. Kennedy reveals how the leaders’ grand strategy was
carried out by the ordinary soldiers, scientists, engineers, and businessmen responsible for realizing
their commanders’ visions of success. In January 1943, FDR and Churchill convened in Casablanca and
established the Allied objectives for the war: to defeat the Nazi blitzkrieg; to control the Atlantic sea
lanes and the air over western and central Europe; to take the fight to the European mainland; and to end
Japan’s imperialism. Astonishingly, a little over a year later, these ambitious goals had nearly all been
accomplished. With riveting, tactical detail, Engineers of Victory reveals how. Kennedy recounts the
inside stories of the invention of the cavity magnetron, a miniature radar “as small as a soup plate,”
and the Hedgehog, a multi-headed grenade launcher that allowed the Allies to overcome the threat to their
convoys crossing the Atlantic; the critical decision by engineers to install a super-charged Rolls-Royce
engine in the P-51 Mustang, creating a fighter plane more powerful than the Luftwaffe’s; and the
innovative use of pontoon bridges (made from rafts strung together) to help Russian troops cross rivers
and elude the Nazi blitzkrieg. He takes readers behind the scenes, unveiling exactly how thousands of
individual Allied planes and fighting ships were choreographed to collectively pull off the invasion of
Normandy, and illuminating how crew chiefs perfected the high-flying and inaccessible B-29 Superfortress
that would drop the atomic bombs on Japan. The story of World War II is often told as a grand narrative,
as if it were fought by supermen or decided by fate. Here Kennedy uncovers the real heroes of the war,
highlighting for the first time the creative strategies, tactics, and organizational decisions that made
the lofty Allied objectives into a successful reality. In an even more significant way, Engineers of
Victory has another claim to our attention, for it restores “the middle level of war” to its rightful
place in history. Praise for Engineers of Victory “Superbly written and carefully documented . . .
indispensable reading for anyone who seeks to understand how and why the Allies won.”—The Christian
Science Monitor “An important contribution to our understanding of World War II . . . Like an engineer
who pries open a pocket watch to reveal its inner mechanics, [Paul] Kennedy tells how little-known men
and women at lower levels helped win the war.”—Michael Beschloss, The New York Times Book Review
“Histories of World War II tend to concentrate on the leaders and generals at the top who make the big
strategic decisions and on the lowly grunts at the bottom. . . . [Engineers of Victory] seeks to fill
this gap in the historiography of World War II and does so triumphantly. . . . This book is a fine
tribute.”—The Wall Street Journal “[Kennedy] colorfully and convincingly illustrates the ingenuity and
persistence of a few men who made all the difference.”—The Washington Post “This superb book is Kennedy’s
best.”—Foreign Affairs
Midnight in the Pacific May 30 2020 A sweeping narrative history--the first in over twenty years--of
America's first major offensive of World War II, the brutal, no-quarter-given campaign to take Japaneseoccupied Guadalcanal From early August until mid-November of 1942, US Marines, sailors, and pilots
struggled for dominance against an implacable enemy: Japanese soldiers, inculcated with the bushido

tradition of death before dishonor, avatars of bayonet combat--close-up, personal, and gruesome. The
glittering prize was Henderson Airfield. Japanese planners knew that if they neutralized the airfield,
the battle was won. So did the Marines who stubbornly defended it. The outcome of the long slugfest
remained in doubt under the pressure of repeated Japanese air, land, and sea operations. And losses were
heavy. At sea, in a half-dozen fiery combats, the US Navy fought the Imperial Japanese Navy to a draw,
but at a cost of more than 4,500 sailors. More American sailors died in these battles off Guadalcanal
than in all previous US wars, and each side lost 24 warships. On land, more than 1,500 soldiers and
Marines died, and the air war claimed more than 500 US planes. Japan's losses on the island were equally
devastating--starving Japanese soldiers called it "the island of death." But when the attritional
struggle ended, American Marines, sailors, and airmen had halted the Japanese juggernaut that for five
years had whirled through Asia and the Pacific. Guadalcanal was America's first major ground victory
against Japan and, most importantly, the Pacific War's turning point. Published on the 75th anniversary
of the battle and utilizing vivid accounts written by the combatants at Guadalcanal, along with Marine
Corps and Army archives and oral histories, Midnight in the Pacific is both a sweeping narrative and a
compelling drama of individual Marines, soldiers, and sailors caught in the crosshairs of history.
Endurance May 10 2021 "Ryan Keene and his sea lion, Hansel, are members of the US Navy's Marine Mammal
Program, which sounds exciting but rarely involves any real danger. Mostly they are responsible for
recovering lost objects from the ocean floor. That all changes they travel to the perilous Arctic, where
polar bears stalk the ice and killer whales prowl the water. But even at the ends of the Earth, the most
dangerous predator is man."--Back cover.
Ebb Tide Jun 30 2020 First published in 1958, Ebb Tide tells the story of the Habersham family of
Savannah during the Civil War. In her diary and her "Letter Book," Josephine Habersham, tells her own
story and that of her three sons; one who fought in Fredericksburg, another who contemplated hiring a
substitute to avoid combat, and a third who was just old enough to help defend the coast at Fort
McAllister. The diary begins and ends in 1863, the year of Gettysburg, Vicksburg, Chickamauga, and the
stubborn resistance at Fort Sumter. In addition to the writings of Josephine Clay Habersham, Spencer
Bidwell King Jr. carries the reader back to the beginnings of the family and continues the narrative to
the time when Sherman captures Savannah, and the Water Witch sinks in the ebbing tide of the Vernon
River, near "Avon," the family mansion at White Bluff.
Tides Jul 20 2019 In Tides: The Science and Spirit of the Ocean, writer, sailor, and surfer Jonathan
White takes readers across the globe to discover the science and spirit of ocean tides. In the Arctic,
White shimmies under the ice with an Inuit elder to hunt for mussels in the dark cavities left behind at
low tide; in China, he races the Silver Dragon, a twenty-five-foot tidal bore that crashes eighty miles
up the Qiantang River; in France, he interviews the monks that live in the tide-wrapped monastery of Mont
Saint-Michel; in Chile and Scotland, he investigates the growth of tidal power generation; and in Panama
and Venice, he delves into how the threat of sea level rise is changing human culture—the very old and
very new. Tides combines lyrical prose, colorful adventure travel, and provocative scientific inquiry
into the elemental, mysterious paradox that keeps our planet’s waters in constant motion. Photographs,
scientific figures, line drawings, and sixteen color photos dramatically illustrate this engaging, expert
tour of the tides.
Enemy Lines Feb 07 2021 "Cory McNab is a proud member of the US Navy's Marine Mammal Program. Along with
his dolphin partner, Kaj, he teaches new recruits how to work with their dolphins to locate underwater
explosives, intercept enemy swimmers, and otherwise keep America safe"--Back cover.
West Wind, Flood Tide Nov 23 2019 Although the Union had an advantage in vessels of eighteen to four and
an overwhelming superiority in firepower, it paid dearly for its victory. It suffered nearly ten times as
many casualties as Franklin Buchanan's Confederate fleet." "The author traces the evolution of the battle
from the time Farragut took command of the West Gulf Blockading Squadron in February 1862 until the
battle was fought on 5 August 1864. He continues the narrative through the end of the war and explains
how the battle influenced ship design and naval tactics for years to come."--Jacket.
High Tide At Gettysburg: The Campaign In Pennsylvania Jan 26 2020 ““Gettysburg had everything,” Henry S.
Commager recently wrote. “It was the greatest battle ever fought on our continent; it boasts more heroic
chapters than any other one battle. It was the high tide of the Confederacy.” This is the way Glenn
Tucker has always seen it and this is the way he reports it in High Tide at Gettysburg. The story of
Gettysburg has never been told better, perhaps never so well as in this volume. Glenn Tucker has the
immediacy of a war correspondent on the spot along with the insights that come from painstaking research.
The armies live again in his pages. In his big, generous book Glenn Tucker has room to follow Lee’s army
up from Chancellorsville across Maryland into Pennsylvania. With Jackson recently killed, Lee had
revamped his top command. When Meade’s men caught up with the Confederates and the two armies were
probing to locate each other’s concentrations, Mr. Tucker’s account becomes sharper, more dramatic. His
rapidly moving, vivid narrative of the three-day battle is filled with fascinating episodes and fresh,
stimulating appraisals. Glenn Tucker is akin to Ernie Pyle in his interest in people. With him you meet
Harry King Burgwyn, “boy colonel” of the 26th North Carolina, just turned twenty-one, who slugged it out
with Col. Henry A. Morrow of the 24th Michigan until few survived on either side. You feel the patriotic
surge of white-haired William Barksdale, who led his Mississippians on the “grandest charge of the war”
and died as he broke the Federal line. You sense the magnetism of Hancock the Superb, and feel the
driving power of rugged Uncle John Sedgwick as he hurried his big VI Corps to the battlefield. With Old
Man Greene you struggle in the darkness to save the Culp’s Hill trenches. And much more. Mr. Tucker
weaves in many sharp thumbnail biographical sketches without slowing the action. Many North Carolinians,
previously slighted, here receive their due. Full, dramatic, immediate, here is Gettysburg.”

Turning the Tide Aug 21 2019
The Rising Tide of Color Mar 28 2020 The Rising Tide of Color challenges familiar narratives of race in
American history that all too often present the U.S. state as a benevolent force in struggles against
white supremacy, especially in the South. Featuring a wide range of scholars specializing in American
history and ethnic studies, this powerful collection of essays highlights historical moments and
movements on the Pacific Coast and across the Pacific to reveal a different story of race and politics.
From labor and anticolonial activists around World War I and multiracial campaigns by anarchists and
communists in the 1930s to the policing of race and sexuality after World War II and transpacific
movements against the Vietnam War, The Rising Tide of Color brings to light histories of race, state
violence, and radical movements that continue to shape our world in the twenty-first century.
Blood in the Water Jun 11 2021 A debut entry in a series based on a real military program finds
discharged Navy SEAL candidate Cory joining the Navy's Marine Mammals Program, where he is partnered with
a search-and-recovery dolphin while tracking down a missing spy submarine. Simultaneous eBook.
War and Wind Jun 18 2019 No one and nothing on the Aurora is safe anymore, least of all Nile's explosive
secrets or her connection with Domenic, which vibrates between them like a cutlass speared into the deck.
When the shifting tide of war suddenly turns Aurora's backwater outpost into a vital battleground, Nile
faces an impossible choice between duty and freedom. In a cascade of violence, gunpowder, and lies, Nile
will soon discover who has her back and who wants to stab a dagger in it. To save the ones she loves,
Nile may have to sacrifice everything.
The Fleet at Flood Tide Mar 20 2022 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The extraordinary story of the World War
II air, land, and sea campaign that brought the U.S. Navy to the apex of its strength and marked the rise
of the United States as a global superpower Winner, Commodore John Barry Book Award, Navy League of the
United States • Winner, John Lehman Distinguished Naval Historian Award, Naval Order of the United States
With its thunderous assault on the Mariana Islands in June 1944, the United States crossed the threshold
of total war. In this tour de force of dramatic storytelling, distilled from extensive research in newly
discovered primary sources, James D. Hornfischer brings to life the campaign that was the fulcrum of the
drive to compel Tokyo to surrender—and that forever changed the art of modern war. With a close focus on
high commanders, front-line combatants, and ordinary people, American and Japanese alike, Hornfischer
tells the story of the climactic end of the Pacific War as has never been done before. Here are the epic
seaborne invasions of Saipan, Tinian, and Guam, the stunning aerial battles of the Great Marianas Turkey
Shoot, the first large-scale use of Navy underwater demolition teams, the largest banzai attack of the
war, and the daring combat operations large and small that made possible the strategic bombing offensive
culminating in the atomic strikes on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. From the seas of the Central Pacific to the
shores of Japan itself, The Fleet at Flood Tide is a stirring, authoritative, and cinematic portrayal of
World War II’s world-changing finale. Illustrated with original maps and more than 120 dramatic
photographs “Quite simply, popular and scholarly military history at its best.”—Victor Davis Hanson,
author of Carnage and Culture “The dean of World War II naval history . . . In his capable hands, the
story races along like an intense thriller. . . . Narrative nonfiction at its finest—a book simply not to
be missed.”—James M. Scott, Charleston Post and Courier “An impressively lucid account . . . admirable,
fascinating.”—The Wall Street Journal “An extraordinary memorial to the courageous—and a cautionary note
to a world that remains unstable and turbulent today.”—Admiral James Stavridis, former Supreme Allied
Commander, NATO, author of Sea Power “A masterful, fresh account . . . ably expands on the prior
offerings of such classic naval historians as Samuel Eliot Morison.”—The Dallas Morning News
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